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Abstract

The safety against failure of pressure vessels can be

assessed by statistical methods, so-called probabilistic

fracture mechanics. The data base for such estimations

is admittedly rather meager, making it necessary to assume

certain conventional statistical distributions. Since

the failure rates arrived at are low, for nuclear vessels

of the order of 10~ to 10 per year, the extremes of

the variables involved, among other things the mechanical

properties of the steel used, are of particular interest.

A question sometimes raised is whether outliers or values

exceeding the extremes in the assumed distributions might

occur. In order to explore this possibility a study has

been rv ie of strength values of three qualities of struc-

tura' t eels, available in sample sizes up to about 12,000.

Sta . t .cal evaluation of these samples with respect to

out . »rs, using standard methods for this purpose, revealed

thi fx jsence of such outliers in most cases, with a fre-

quet .- of occurrence of, typically, a few values per thou-

BP\\ ., estimated by the methods described.

Odiously, statistical analysis alone cannot be expected

to shed any light on the causes of outliers. Thus, the

in', ̂ rpretation of these results with respect to their im-

pl :ation for probabilistic estimation of the integrety

of pressure vessels has to wait for further studies of a

similar nature in which the test specimens corresponding

to outliers can be recovered and examined metallographi-

cally. For the moment the results should be regarded only

as a memento in discussions of the safety of pressure

vessels.

I : .



Introduction

The safety of steel pressure vessels against catastrophic

failure by fast propagation of a crack is usually expressed

in statistical terms. The order of magnitude of the fre-

quency expected for such failures of nuclear vessels is

10~ to 10~ per reactor per year. These figures have been

arrived at by evaluation of failure statistics for similar

non-nuclear vessels or by theoretical estimates based on

so-called fracture mechanics.

The main factors taken into account in fracture mechanics

calculations are the stresses in the vessel, the mechanical

properties of the steel and the size and shape of defects

which might propagate in an unstable manner. The result

of such a fracture mechanics analysis of the safety of a

vessel is an assessment of the maximum permissible size

of a defect, assumed or actually detected by non-destruc-

tive examination.

All the three factors deciding whether a vessel will fail

vary statistically. The statistical determination of the

failure frequency quoted above is a probabilistic evaluation

of the distribution of data for the stresses, the mechanical

properties and the defect size. The numbers of data points

for these factors are limited and therefore the distribu-

tions cannot be established directly but have to be assumed,

using models known from other areas of statistics.

This procedure admittedly makes the figures for the failure

frequency somewhat uncertain. In particular this is so if

one considers the possible occurrence of so-called "values

exceeding the extremes", or outliers in statistical distri-

butions. In this respect the failure of pressure vessels



resembles other cases of rare accidents with serious con-

sequences, for instance failure of water reservoirs. In esti-

mates of the frequencies of such failures it is usual to

consider not only "normal" distributions of factors involved

but also "rare events", such as that of exceeding the ex-

tremes of the distributions assumed.

The present study concerns an analogy to this as regards

pressure vessels, namely the occurrence of outliers tn distri-

butions of the mechanical properties. The work is so far

of an exploratory nature. Its conclusions can be qualita-

tive only, since the data available do not relate specifi-

cally to the fracture of pressure vessel steel.



Data base

The selection of data was a compromise between the need

for large populations and the desire to examine steel of a

type similar to pressure vessel steel, if not the same as

that used in nuclear plants. A large scale Swedish steel

manufacturer generously offered us data from mechanical

tests of the following steel types and strength variables:

Quality

Ks 40

Variable

¥ield strength

Ultimate strength

No. of tests

3187

3198

Plate A Lower yield strength late- 12618
rally

Ultimate strength late-
rally

12623

Plate HT 36 Lower yield strength late- 62 59
rally

Upper yield strength late- 62 52
rally

Ultimate strength late- 6262
rally

Ks 40 denotes reinforcement bars, and diameters from 10 to

25 mm were represented. Plate A is a mild steel quality, in

thickness from 6 to 50 mm, while plate HT 36 is a high-ten-

sile quality in thickness from 12 to 27 mm. The data received

contained all test results from the manufacturer's entire

production of these qualities during the years 1975 and 1976.

As mentioned in the introduction the strength variables ob-

tained in this kind of testing relate only indirectly to

the input in fracture mechanics analyses.



The outlier concept

The term "outliers" or "outlying values" in statistical work

is commonly used to denote observed sample values that fall

so far away from the main part of the sample that the devia-

tion cannot reasonably be explained by "normal spread" in

the observed variable. Instead it is inferred (ideally via

certain tests) that these observations have suffered some

disturbances from causes unknown and unimportant to the main

issue, and consequently these values are deleted.

The problem in the present study is rather different from

the standard outlier situation just described. The distribu-

tions of certain mechanical properties are easy to determine

from the vast amount of data available. The occurrence and

causes of disturbances resulting in outliers is, however,

much less known. In spite of this, it is of great practical

interest to study such disturbances, since the occurrence

of an outlying (low) value of some strength property might

well be the first twig in a fault tree leading to a rare

event of failure in some important construction.

It is rather obvious that the cause of any outlying value can

be determined only through an investigation into that parti-

cular instance (involving for example a metallurgical ana-

lysis of the test specimen), and not by any statistical study

of a large collection of test data. What can be done by

statistical methods is, first, to determine whether outliers

occur often enough to make a special study practicable and,

second, to apply the necessary investigational effort to the

minimum of instances most likely to be of any relevance.



In order to see what contributions statistics can be expec-

ted to offer in this respect, a simplified mod<=>l of the situa-

tion will now be sketched. First, the notion of "normal spread"

used in the first paragraph should be clarified.

Consider, then, a complex production process, for example

that of some hot-rolled plate steel, in which process no

gross errors are committed and no unforeseen external in-

fluences occur. Any particular material property, e.g. late-

ral yield strength, will then have a certain random variation

between different test specimens taken from the production.

Any large collection of such test values can be described

by some distribution function FQ, particular to the pro-

duction process itself and not to the individual collection

of test data.

The range of variation expected in a sample will depend on

F- and will also grow with increasing sample size, without

ever approaching any well-defined limits in eithar direction

(at least not before delivery control introduces a lower

cut-off). From this description it follows that although ob-

servations below a certain, low value may have a very small

probability of occurrence in a sample of one hundred values,

this probability might well be close to one in a sample of ten

thousand values. Any statistically useful definition of the

term "outlier" must allow for this effect.

Now, suppose that in the production just described there

occurs on rare and random occasions some external disturbance

or some gross error in the process itself, influencing some

major material property of the product, but passing unnoticed

at the times of its occurrence. To be more specific, suppose

that this disturbance influences a proportion p of the total

production, and that the disturbed values follow an entirely



different distribution function, F,. Then the resulting

distribution for the production as a whole is F(x) =

= (l-p)'FQ(x) + p*F,(x). Generally, this is a mixed dis-

tribution model, and it is interesting as an outlier model

only under the following restrictions:

a. The distribution F-, is stochastically much smaller (or

larger, for upper outliers) than FQ, i.e. a random value

from F, has a large probability of being smaller than a

random value from FQ. Obviously, the occurrence of a dis-

turbance is of practical importance only in this case.

(In general, a disturbed value is not necessarily an out-

lier. The upper tail portion of F, may well coincide with

the central parts of FQ. In this case, any disturbed

values from the upper tail of F, will pass unnoticed and

be undetectable by purely statistical methods).

b. p is small, say, smaller than 0.01.

The statistical problem, then, is to detect the observations

coming from F^ and to estimate p. The practical importance

of this problem is due to the fact that a distribution model

arrived at through theoretical considerations, or by fitting

to a moderately large sample, will probably be similar to

the undisturbed distribution FQ. Thus, any prediction of the

frequency of occurrence of very small values will be an under-

estimation. This situation is also likely to be aggravated

by a large spread in F, (since there are probably different

kinds of disturbances in any practical situation, F, is likely

to be itself a mixture of distributions).

Clearly, an apparently outlying value in a sample is not

necessarily a disturbed one. Either the Fo used to predict

the range may be wrong, or there may have occurred the rare

event that FQ has indeed given a value outside the expected

range. Normally it is impossible by statistical methods to

discriminate in any particular instance between these possi-

ble causes.



It is, however, quite feasible to judge, in any large obser-

vational material, whether or not the appearance of a small

number of outliers is more readily explained by the assump-

tion of disturbances than by any of these alternative ex-

planations. It is also possible, in case of an affirmative

answer to that question, to give simple criteria for when

future observations should be subjected to a more detailed

investigation of causes of a probable disturbance.



Statistical methods

In the previous section two possible explanations, o ti e/:

than that of a disturbance, for apparent outliers were

mentioned. Before the presence of disturbances can be con-

cluded, it is then necessary to assess the plausibility of

these alternatives.

The first one is that natural spread alone accounts for the

observations. Assuming a distributional model, it is easy

to compute the likelihood that the observed number and mag-

nitudes cf outliers should occur within the given sample

size, and if this likelihood is small, the hypothesis of

a disturbance is preferred. This is the idea behind the

standard tests for outliers commonly used. This technique

can in principle be used also for the present purpose. It

is then to be remembered that in a standard outlier situation

(i.e. when the question is whether a suspect value can be

deleted), the level of significance, against which the a-

forementioned likelihood is compared, is usually rather low

in order to guard against an erroneous deletion of observa-

tions possibly containing important information. In the pre-

sent case, however, the labelling of a value as an outlier

will not lead to its subsequent deletion, but contrarily

direct special attention to it. For this reason the level

of significance used should be much higher, the only limita-

tion being the necessity to avoid submerging any true out-

liers in a sea of false ones.

The second possibility is that of an error in the distribu-

tional assumption. The specific kind of error thau might lead

to false outliers is when the model used ha.o a shorter or

lighter tail in the relevant direction than has the true

distribution, thus predicting too small probabilities very

far away from the central values. In this case it is very

difficult, not to say impossible, to quantify the likeli-

hood of this explanation of the observations. Indeed, ?ur

any specific body of observational material, a model can be
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tailored to fit the material exactly, and thus it iti

clearly be a matter for intelligent but unquantifiable

judgement which models are significantly more far-fetched

than is the concept of a disturbance. As above, in the

present situation the imaginary "significance level", upon

which this judgement is to be exercised, should not be too

low. In practical terms, this mig*-1 mean that distributions

from a rather limited class in common use for modelling

mechanical strength properties should be successively and

tentatively fitted to data. If none of these are able to

"explain away" the outliers, the hypothesis of disturbances

ought to be at least provisionally accepted.

Even within such a limited class of models, much computa-

tional work is involved in the successive fittings just de-

lineated, and thi*> work should preferably be automated in

some convenient way. The method of assessing distributiona]

fit that seems best suited to the present purpose is the

graphical one of probability plotting. For details of this

method, the reader is referred to, e.g., Gumbel (1954)

or (1958).

For the purpose of this presentation, it should be sufficient

to mention that for every continuous distribution model, wit:.

unknown location and scale parameters, it is possible to

construct a graph with a non-linear vertical scale such that

the corresponding cumulative distribution function is re-

presented by a straight line with a positive slope. The posi-

tion and slope of this line are determined by, respectively,

the location and scale parameters of the distribution. Any

other cumulative distribution function, however, will be

represented in this same graph by a curved line.



Now, if a sample is taken from a continuous cti.• i .

and the observed cumulative frequencies; in t'i±is sample arc

plotted against the variable values in any ruch grayn, the

points will tend to fall close to the correspond Lnq di/.iri -

bution line, be it straight or curved, vith a random scatter

around it. If the sample is not too EnvJ-l, cnis scatter wixl

be small enough for the points to give a good approximation

of the true distribution line.

If, then, an unknown sample is plotted into such a distribu-

tional graph, and the points seem to fall witfn good accuser

along a straight line, this is a strong indication that the

distribution model corresponding to the graph used is <•. r-x,r".

model of the unknown distribution behind the sample. Contre-

rily, if the points tend to fall along any curved lins in

the graph, it indicates that the particular ir.o'lel is inade-

quate.

The great practical advantage of this method of goodness-

of-fit assessment over other, non-graphical, o;.es is that

it gives immediate and detailed qualitative information

about any kind of misfit between mod.il and data. Thus, for

example, if the curve approximated by the cauple points in

a graph is concave from below, this fact indicates th-.t ':hv

sample is more positively skewed than the rolel. A symmetries.

or nearly symmetrical, S-shape of the plot indicates correct

skewness, but too short tails of the mold, etc.

In any sample plot made in a graph for a'i otherv.i^- good

model, outliers are normally r& -.her eariy Lo detect. In thi •

case the linearity will be quite good over ;ros"; of the rang..

while for example a few low outliers vill fa.11 :.ar)odly

above the line, giving the plot a rcr'her pronounc .:<•; "cot:"

of much less slope. Good examples of th'.r, >jan be: .- -en, c.<j.,

in figs. 4 and 7.
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In order to apply this method to tho pnsf : •. -roblum, an

interactive program package was implen.̂ r.tvd en a small com-

puter with a plotting facility. This prcg: a:a package con-

tains routines for storing and retrieving different date

sets on magnetic tape, a small library of distribution mo-

del routines to be selected by the user, and the actual plot-

ting routines. Then, applying rules like those given above,

and with some practice, it proved quite easy to arrive quickly

at a model from the library giving a good fit to a data set.

If signs of outliers were then present, an attempt was made

to "explain them away" by using more heavy-tailed distribu-

tions from the library. In almost every case in this study

this was impossible without seriously impairing the overall

linearity.

As was discussed above, the class of distributions in the

library should be rather limited, containing only distribu-

tions that have been at one time or other seriously suggested

as models for mechanical strength properties. For this reason

the distribution models in the library were the normal, the

doubly exponential maximum and minimum, and the three-para-

meter Weibull distributions.

The normal distribution was included mainly as a good star-

ting point for the kind of iterative search described, al-

though in a tew cases (especially for ultimate strength) it

did in itself provide a reasonable fit to data. The doubly

exponential minimum distribution shares with the Weibull

distribution some theoretical justification as a model for

tensile strength, since either follows directly from a

"weakest link" hypothesis. However, for all the data sets

in this study the minimum distribution gave a rather poor

fit. (It might be mentioned that under certain conditions
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the normal model follows theoretically from a "fibre bundle"

hypothesis. See Daniels (1945)). The doubly exponential

maximum distribution would perhaps seem to be less appro-

priate, but in fact it has been successfully used in some

quite large investigations of steel strength (Alpsten (1973)),

and in the present study it gave a rather good fit to se-

veral data sets.

As will be seen in the next section, for a majority of the

data sets used in this study, the distribution model finally

preferred was a Weibull one. This is mainly a reflection

of the fact that the three-parameter Weibull family is a

very large and flexible one, containing members of a great

variety of shapes, and probably has no deeper significance.

The graphs used for the Weibull distributions differ from

the "Weibull paper" commercially available. This is partly

to allow for an unknown location parameter and partly to

maintain a linear variable scale, common to all distributio-

nal plots of the same data set, and thus enabling direct

visual comparisons. To achieve this, the shape parameter has

to be left to the user to specify, and in fact it proved

father easy to find a good value for it by trial-and-error.

While it is definitely not maintained that this is a good

general method of parameter estimation, in the present con-

text it did give a convenient and sufficiently accurate so-

lution to an otherwise difficult estimation problem.

Although sometimes used to model strength data, the log-

normal distribution was not included in the library. The main

reason for this was that this distribution has a much thinner

lower tail than any Weibull distribution. Thus, if no Wei-

bull model can "explain away" suspected low outliers, any

lognormal distribution would certainly be even more unable

to do so.
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The next step, after the fitting of a model, should be to

test formally whether any suspicious values are indeed to

be considered as outliers within the framework of that model.

Such a procedure is necessary in order to have objective

estimations of outlier frequencies, but since the effective

level of significance of any such test will be strongly

dependent upon the correctness of the model, the results

must be interpreted with some care.

The simple procedure used here was first to compute a lower

"outlier limit" for the sample size and the selected distri-

bution model. If the test is performed on the level of

significance a, this limit is simply the variable value that

gives the probability 1 - a that all values in a sample of

the given size taken from the given distribution fall above

it. The formal level of significance, a, used was 5%; in

fact the position of the outlier limit was in no case very

sensitive to the exact level.



Results

The data material presented in the second section wut ~;~ .

for an analysis according to the description in tha previous

section. The data from the two years 1975 and 1976 wer-i

pooled into a single set in order to take advantage of the

maximum number of observations. There were no obvious diffe-

rences between the years to preclude such a procedure, with

the exception of the ultimate strength of Ks 40, which will

be discussed in more detail below. In the cases where out-

liers were indicated, they were screened to reveal any in-

homogeneity in outlier frequency.

One "disturbing factor" possibly responsible for outliers is f

of course, errors in writing and punching test results. In a

material of the present size, with more than 50,000 sinjie

values, such errors are almost certain to exist. No attempt

has been made to trace such errors, and no data were ciele^j.

with two single exceptions. These were two values for the

lower yield strength of plate HT 36 from 1975, that amounted

to double the mean value, and also were 250 MPa higher than

any ultimate strength value recorded in the same material.

Since their inclusion would have forced a reduction in the

horisontal scale of the corresponding plots, seriously im-

pairing their visual resolution, these values were deleted.

This leads to the problem of missing data. Since each of the

strength variables should in principle be recorded for each

test specimen of a certain steel quality, the number of data

points should be constant within each quality. As can be

seen in the second section, it is not, the maximum difference

being 11 points. In the present study of outliers this ^s

of no consequence, since the missing values are far too f<v.-

to influence the overall distribution.
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Histograms and best probability plots for all the data sets

are shown in figures 1-17. All variable values are given

in MPa.

For Ks 40, yield strength (figs. 1-2), the maximum distribu-

tion gave the beat overall fit. Lower outliers are clearly

indicated in the plot. The outlier limit for this model and

sample size was 380 MPa, with four values below, giving an

outlier frequency of 1.3 per thousand.

The histogram for Ks 40, ultimate strength (figr. 3-4), diffe-

red clearly from the histograms typical for other variables

in showing much higher spread in addition to a certain "rough-

ness", indicating some inhomogeneity. For the complete ma-

terial, the Weibull (c=3) distribution gave the best fit.

Lower outliers were indicated; the outlier limit was 570 MPa,

with eight values below. This gave an outlier frequency of

2.5 per thousand. Because of the apparent inhomogeneity,

this material was then split up and each year was analysed

separately. The 1975 histogram (fig. 5) was highly irregular,

and no distributional fit was attempted. The 1976 data, how-

ever, looked more homogeneous (figs. 6-7), with a Weibull

(c=3.5) distribution giving best fit. Outliers were present;

the outlier limit for this reduced sample size was 580 MPa,

with six values below, giving a frequency of 3.6 per thousand.

For plate A, lower yield strength laterally (figs. 8-9), the

maximum distribution gave the best fit. No strong tendency

to outliers is visible from the plot; nevertheless the out-

lier limit of 210 MPa gives 5 values below; a frequency of

0.4 per thousand. This indicates that, for samples of this

size at least, the test is more sensitive than the eye.



The ultimate strength laterally for place t\ (i:u,., ;'-hj

was best modelled by a VJeibull •'.~—2.5) difaurju.'uuio.i. 1'act

a tendency to heaviness in both tails. 'ih* ..c ec otit] lt»r

limit was 380 MPa, with 53 values below, a frequency of ,

per thousand.

Plate HT 36, lower yield strength laterally (iiq.-;. \1-..':•], ••:.

best fitted by a Weibull (c=1.5) distribution. Tl . .O-A.: ta

is distinctly heavy; the outlier limit is 380 Mr? with 4^t

values below, giving a frequency of 80 pec .chcusana. '.:':.'

seems to be rather a profusion of outliers, and it is felt

that the test is just a shade too sensitive in this CJJJ'J.

However, it is clearly seen that a few of the outliers .v,:.-i

really low ones, with values ranging down to 230 MPa.

The upper yield strength laterally of plate ill 36 (Lxq-s. j.-:-.

was best modelled by a Weibull (c-1.75) distribution. V.rc \ :.

expectedly, the heavy tail noticed for the lower y.eld t>tixnc

is also present in this case. The outlier limit is 370 MPc.,

with 113 values below; a frequency of 18 per thousand. As

before, the lowest values are very low.

Finally, the ultimate strength laterally of plat>; ill1 i coi

be well fitted by a Weibull (c=2) distribution ['iys ; :. -]

Still the lower tail was heavy; outlier Unit -190 hi/a, j 5<.

values below, frequency 25 per thousand. Still, the DU ..jn

values tend to be very low.

The main conclusion that could De drawn from this analysis-

is, th^n, that one may obviously expect to find outliers :;

a »i:fficiently large material of test specimens iron c: hoi-

rolling production, and that the statistical racthoc suy-jcf ..<..c

i s c a p a b l e o f g i v i n g a n a p p r o x i m a t e e s t i m a t i o n o f t h i i r f r e -

quency as well as operating rules for when a value shoulu ^
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suspected and the corresponding test specimen stored tor

subsequent analysis.

A reservation should be made for the fact that all the mate-

rial used in this preliminary study has been provided by

the same manufacturer, and there is obviously a possibility

of differences in the outlier pattern between different ma-

nufacturers.
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Conclusions

From a purely statistical point of view this study has

shown that the question whether outliers or "values excee-

ding the extremes" exist in distributions of mechanical

properties of structural steels, as reported after testing,

is justified. Until the nature and causes of such devia-

tions have been investigated it cannot be claimed that

they could have any physical or mechanical significance.

Nevertheless the observations made are thought to be impor-

tant enough, in particular with regard to their implications

for the estimates* on safety of nuclear installations, to

warrant further studies along the same lines.
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